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About This Game

After an affair King Lucas had with the Witch of Sausan, the Queen left him and remarried in an adjacent kingdom, and now
his daughters are the only ones left at his side. Due to his love for them, each and every time they get lost in the castle, he moves

heaven and earth to get them back and he only resorts to the most intrepid knights in order to find them. Will you be one of
those knights?

Play for the favour of King Lucas and the three princesses' love. A castle will be randomly built and you must find them inside a
little area of it. You can move horizontally and vertically through the rooms until you reach your goal. Once you succeed, the
castle will become a little bit more difficult: a larger area will be unlocked... and the experience will become more hardcore

when the princess becomes lost inside a fully unlocked castle with more than 1,000 rooms.

Features:

Get money and buy upgrades such us compasses and crystal balls, more weapons such us magical sticks and swords, or
harder shields to protect yourself from the giant spiders, the armored rats, the piranhas and the many other haunted
beings in the castle.

Enroll for collective multiplayer searches where you will be able to compete with your friends or with other unknown
players. It’s simple: one princess, one winner... the first to find her.
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Talk and interact with a lot of NPCs who will play different funny and unexpected roles through your quest (yes, there's
some hidden story underneath the arcade!).

We absolutely love retro gaming and this has been engrained in King Lucas's DNA. This is a metroidvania game with 2.5D
graphics and classic game mechanics for the delight of platform, action and adventure games lovers as well as you who didn't
live the 80's and 90's; this is an opportunity for you to taste a bit of that classic feeling with the graphics and sound quality of

today.

King Lucas' castle is made up of hundreds of interconnected rooms, which are reconfigured every time a new search begins.
These rooms have been hand designed one by one (we don´t use procedural level design!) and there's no two equal gameplays.

Lava pits, water tunnels, ladders, traps... this castle has become a deadly place since the queen left.
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Just play Golden Axe instead.. This is a spooky game with cute protagonists. The visuals are fantastic and the gameplay
mechanics are well explored. It's a good game for that annual Halloweeny feel.. This is one of those games that I wished I read
the reviews on first. This game is terrible?! Don't waste your money here!. it was the YouTuber track challenge that made me
buy this game.... if it wasnt for those 800k + subscriber forza channels that had made videos me the hardcore motocross
enthusiast would have never known.. oh and its not realistic because Musquin skims the whoops!! :(. Very cute puzzle platform
game, if you're into that sort of thing you should check this game out.

The controls are simple, jump up and move sideways. You collect keys to open 'doors' and interact with items in the levels to
achieve the goal of reaching the end of the level.

It's a simple game with a few obsticles which take a big more thinking and precise jumps to figure out, but nothing as intense as
super meat boy. It took me about 5 hours to perfect the game.. Glorious game! if you don't have it already GET IT!. Easy to
learn, hard to master. It starts out with easy missions but they get more complex and difficult as you go. It's a pretty fun game
though; it's a nice break from the shoot-'em-up games. It requires a lot of patience, but I find it very fun! Love this game! :). I
just read a couple of reviews of the game which made me write this one.

Some people complain that there no longer is legions in the game, which turns the game into a RNG party. That is just false. In
ranked (2v2) it is true you no longer can pick a legion, but is it unbalanced? No. The very active devs have made the game
balanced by having every damage and defense type present in your roll. They even added some AI roll helper to help new
players select a good roll. +1 for that.
However, it is true there no longer is competetive 4v4, but I see that as a positive thing, as your decision has greater impact on
the game in 2v2. If you truly love 4v4 you can still play it casually though. :-) If you're a new player (which you still are, even
though you played the WC3 mod) i recommend you play 4v4 and learn the basics. How to effectively push workers, good unit
positioning, sends, dmg\/defense types etc.
I would say the game has a pretty steep learning curve if you want to play competetively and I love that. Makes the game more
fun and strategic the higher elo you climb to :-)

Very active developers ensure that the game is fun to play and doesn't get boring. Many patches are being released. New legions
are being added and filled up with new units, it is a project I have loved to follow over the months I have been playing. Look
forward to many more months. I currently put 564 hours into the game, a lot of afk, but still quite a few games :p 752 games to
be exact :-)

. A fairly difficult escape room (for me, a newbie). The variety in puzzles types was great and the overall length was about right.
I enjoyed it enough it gets a recommendation from me. I played on the Oculus Rift in Oculus mode (though it still runs
SteamVR??)
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The rest of this is complaints, though. I hope to see more from this dev (Chapter 2??) and I'd like to see improvements.

- The story is impossible to follow. I don't mean it's convoluted or weird, I mean it's literally incredibly difficult to read any of
the flavor text. The magnifying glass is too fickle to use in combination with the flashlight too. (Which makes the ending a
little... uh... well, unsatisfying.)

- Even with a decent amount of supersampling, most of the textures didn't look sharp. And there's not enough light or color in
the room to make shapes or objects easy to see \/ read from a distance. (The flashlight helps up close at least.)

- The controls are pretty bad. I would have liked to use the stick to utilize smooth movement.
Picking up objects feel odd sometimes, like their collision is too large.
Sometimes they get swung around or dropped when teleporting or snap turning.
Snap turning is broken half the time if you're holding an item. (It just doesn't work at all on either controller until you drop your
items.)
The Touch controllers normally use Grip for picking up, not the Trigger. This may also free up the trigger for "select" instead of
clicking the stick in.

- My god the lock controls are infuriating sometimes. Especially the combo lock. But especially the other combo lock. But
ESPECIALLY-- oh, no, actually the directional lock was fine.
Spinning combo lock: tilting the controller to pick a number on a tiny little dial then pushing in the stick to HOPE you've got the
right number. This was a nightmare.
4-digit combo lock: Did you test this with Touch controllers? It's not like the Vive's touchpad... This was also a nightmare to
use, but less so than the spinning one because you don't have to lock your choices in.. The dlc was way too short,
should\u2019ve been longer. I would suggest waiting until Layers of Fear goes on sale with this included.
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worth 5 bucks, good laugh.. this is not a very well made game at all, it would be sub par for a budget tablet game from maybe
2011 which is what this resembles
however, i could forgive the spiritless cheapness of it all if the AI actually provided a challenge but they dont - they simply all
putter around the track at the same low speed and you just pass them and lap them easily - they chance they have to catch you is
if you crash alot, which will also happen as the car physics are absent. there is though no need to try and even race a full speed,
you can just drive fairly casually and still easily win. really like the software but whenever i import gameplay to liquivid the
audio goes out of sync with the video but i would recommend this software for easy editing for people like me who like the
software to be easy and simple to use. gonna go through the cons and pros as most of the time:

-PRO´s

-the devs tried to rescue the game but well nothing happend since about 2 months with this game

-CON´s

-the devs had no idea what to actually make out of this game
-last time i got to play this there were a few classes some guns and everything (i guess) was taken from unity assets
-the game doesnt load since i got to play it

i dont know what to say about this it had no idea what it should be and then it was poorly excecuted and then well i guess
abondoned. A good game. I like the controls. It has ground deformation physics, and It feel more realistic than any MX game
I've played so far. Pretty impressive.. This is a rather long review, so if you want a quick summary of why I recommend
this title just skip to the Results section and read from there.

Fatshark created a fantastic little puzzle game which puts you to the test. Hamilton\u2019s Great Adventure pushes
out levels that pose mysteries and threats around every turn.

Story:
Hamilton\u2019s Great Adventure starts you off telling the stories of your great exploits to your granddaughter. You
relive Hamilton\u2019s glory days as you try to get the parts for a machine required for a purpose you will learn if you
beat the campaign. You and your bird, Sasha, must complete puzzles from Brazil, Egypt, India, and the Secret Islands.
As the game progress Hamilton gets further into his tale and new characters are introduced. The game includes
hilarious dialogue, with an interesting story that keeps you guessing, and levels that keep posing new challenges. As you
progress through the game you obtain answers to the mystery and you learn all about how the story began.

Gameplay:
Hamilton's Great Adventure is a puzzle solving game which knowing the answer is the key. Unlike some puzzle solving
games where you can see the solution but be unable to complete the challenge because of a simple annoyance in clicking
a button at exactly the right time. This game puts your mind to the test to solve puzzles by completing challenges by
using the correct answer. It\u2019s fun and rather simple, yet some puzzles are a little more difficult than others. The
games graphics are not the best, but they are crisp and the story is pleasant. Sasha can be difficult to control and
managing two characters is rather difficult if you are not on your toes.

Menus:
One of my major gripes is that the in game menu is annoying to navigate. They tried to make the menu look like a
book, but this is not very useful as you don't actually know what information is on what page. Ultimately you may have
to flip through the whole book if you are looking for a simple answer.

Hints:
The pink vials are used to power up Hamilton\u2019s special abilities. You can play as Sasha at the start of the level
before activating the timer, so if you want to you can gather lots of the pink vials before even technically starting a
level. You can also scare off the flying blowfish that attack Sasha by using a taunt when they are about to hit Sasha (it
causes them to blow up and float away).

Result:
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Hamilton's Great Adventure doesn't pull you in keeping you on your toes from level to level; yet, the game offers fun
puzzles which you can solve during your spare time. I would like it if they had checkpoints. I don't play too many
puzzle game so maybe they all don't have any checkpoints during levels. If you like to solve puzzles and you're tired of
traditional puzzle solving games that challenge a user based on luck or precise click timing then this is for you.

Pros:
+Simple gameplay without too many commands to learn
+Smooth movements
+Fun and rather complex puzzles
+Fantastic difficulty curve, the puzzles get gradually more difficult rather than exponentially
+Nice art style which makes the games simple graphics seem rather elegant

Cons:
-Very difficult menu navigation
-Not a very riveting story (though it\u2019s a puzzle game so you're here for the puzzles not for the tale)
-Can be infuriating when you have solved the first part of the puzzle, but have to keep resolving to get to the second
part of the puzzle. worth it not pay to win but a cheap help (would highly recommend when on sale. First of all, this
game has a few performance issues on my end and doesn't like to co-operate with the steam overlay. The overlays
frames were duplicating and on mulitple occasions I had to force quit the game.

With that aside, the game is great and on some levels can really make you think. With 66 levels, you are bound to get at
least an hour or two of gameplay. It's definitely unique, and overall the idea is awesome but is let down by, for me, an
annoying soundtrack (that has the success 'ding' in it...) and some performance issues.. I initally bought this game
because the screenshots made me feel nostalgic for the wacky early days of the internet and having just finished it I
have to say, surfing through some kind of geocities-like webspace to solve light hacking puzzles is an unexpectedly
dank experience. I wish there were a few more cases to solve but the pseudo-internet they have built for this game is
already super detailed and filled with custom songs, artworks and writing from a made-up alternate-history 1999, so I
guess at some point they finally had to stop adding stuff which is fair enough.

The gameplay to be honest isn't that strong on its own but if the screenshots look at all interesting to you, you should
give it a try. A lot of the fun comes from just browsing HypnoSpace and discovering all the stories and secrets.. Here is
the developer...
https:\/\/jefequeso.itch.io\/

A 20 minute game based on some adult concepts.

Its a horror game that proves...

It doesn't need to be long to have an effect.
It doesn't need a tangible monster to send a shiver down ones spine.
It doesn't need to be filled with cheap scares or be supernatural to freak someone out.

It's a mystery padded slowly to reveal in each room you venture down, a mans gradual descent into moral corruption, voiced
through scattered notes which the protaginist now uses to justify themselves. What did you do? How can you justify this?

Content Complete For V2, Finishing Manual!:
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You may believe that a single roleplaying game could not fulfill all your deepest desires and wildest dreams. That's
because you have not played V2 of Grimoire.

In Grimoire V2 these are just a few of the things you will be able to experience:

 Travel to the ends of time and back (or beyond)

 Hunt down exotic insects for the Rhattu Mafia

 Reach your personal potential at the world renowned Mass Gainers Spa

 Bust up an evil cult of Wyrm worshippers at midnight

 Enjoy a glamorous lifestyle as a high roller at the casino tables

 Have psychedelic visions of other worlds

 Explore the realm of the Titans and an abandoned village

 Actually cast purify air spell and have it purify the air
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The manual is only a couple of hours away from being completed!

YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT COULD HAPPEN THIS WEEK!. Phytonide Invasion and Mowing Down Machavann
Event extended:

Immortals,

The Phytonides are still sprouting up in Aelion and we still need your help to stop them! The Phytonide Invasion
[sf.my.com] will be extended until May 28 (PS4)/May 29 (PC)/May 30 (Xbox) and Aeli has increased the time-frame in
which you need to take down the Phytonide's Avatar in the Mowing Down Machavann event[sf.my.com], which will now
end at the same time as the Invasion.

Keep in mind that the last Training Avatar will be available on May 26. Good luck!

 

. War Blade Is Now Free To Play:
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In order for most of players to have a better gaming experience and for WarBlade to be known by more players, we
decided to let WarBlade free to play! The application of free-to-play has been made, which may take one week to be
approved.

To thank all of our loyal players who helped make awesome, game-changing decisions during our time in Early Access,
we'll be rewarding everyone who already purchased the game with the “Blade Pack”, containing the following items:
540 coins.

Thanks for your support and understanding. We will be working harder on diversifying gameplay and optimizing user
experience. Again, thanks for being with us all the time.. Non-Early Access Week 4:
Greetings and thank you for supporting Super Chains!

First of all I would like to apologize to everybody since due to a bug in the Steamworks portal, the game has been
pushed out of Early Access. There is no need to be alarmed, we are still working on Super Chains and hope to build a
total of 20 different puzzles, ~50 achievements and trading cards.

This week we have yet another new puzzle in store for you - a turn-based 1v1 match of poker versus the CPU!

Special thanks to everybody who has provided feedback, bug reports or translations. Couldn't have done it without
you.
Thanks for reading and as always, much LÖVE!. A big thank you, Version 1.0.1, and Mac/Linux release.:
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Version 1.0.1 is now live!. Patch 8 is now live!:
8 months on from release, and I'm still at average of 1.0 patches per month. As (most of) you are aware, the plan is to
release the Frozen Factory Expansion pack at the end of June. Pricing has still to be decided, but it's been a lot of fun
testing and playing all the new features - the CryoPlasm spawners offer a very different gaming experience to the
current 'surface wasps' system, the new Particulate resources look great, and the Magma Bore itself is absolutely
awesome. It was quite a struggle to make the Orbital Energy Transmitter look small and puny, but we've managed it!

There's still an awful lot of work to be done in the next month, but I'm pretty confident we're going to make it. What
other time I have will be spent on improvement Server management code; RCON, permissions, ranks etc.

But despite my heavy focus on the expansion, we've got a few awesome new machines, and some somewhat LESS
awesome machines, designed to help you automate. I've also been spending a huge amount of time optimising the
dedicated server, and you should be seeing CPU usage around 10%-15% of what it was previously, along with much-
reduced ram usage.

That's all from me; on with the patch notes!

The bit everyone cares about...

New machines!
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